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1 Information Governance Assessment: Summary Sheet 

 

Customer requirement reference no NIC-100110-HMPP9  

 

Customer organisation(s) Improving Health and Lives: Learning Disabilities 

Observatory (LDO) 

 

Data controller (if different)  Department of Health  

 

Purpose classification    Secondary purposes 

 

Aggregated or individual-level data? Aggregated data 

 

Identifying or non-identifying?    Assessed as non-identifying  

 

Legal basis (if identifying)        

 

IG Assessor Comments   Revised IG assessment (extraction changed) 

  

Assessed by    Malcolm Oswald 

 

 

The full information governance assessment follows overleaf. A description and 

explanation for all numbered fields in the assessment can be found in Information 

Governance Assessment Explanatory Notes (to be published separately).  
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2 Information Governance Assessment  

2.1 The Data Recipient(s) 

1. Are the only data recipients the registered GP practices of the patients?        

If yes, the practice is responsible for ensuring proper governance of the data output; go 

to section 2.6 

2. If no, who will receive the data provided?   LDO (part of the North East Public 

Health Observatory, which is part of the legal body of the Department of Health (DH) - 

hence DH is the data controller). 

3. What was their last published IG Toolkit score, or similar assessment?  

LDO is not an organisation that completes IG Toolkit returns, but the North East Public 

Health Observatory does complete a return. Their published self-assessment for 2011/2 

indicates that they met level 2 (satisfactory) on all categories other than for 

pseudonymisation/anonymisation (category 9-334) for which they achieved level 1. This 

category has less relevance when aggregated data are being provided through GPES. The 

assessment from the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) is that whilst 

pseudonymisation processes are not relevant, the HSCIC will require through its data 

sharing agreement that data provided will be stored securely and accessible through 

access controls. The customer has agreed to do this.   

2.2 The Data Requested 

The data items to be provided are specified in appendices H and I of the Customer 

Requirement Summary. The purposes for which they are to be used are identified in 

section 3 and appendix I. 

4. Is the dataset requested appropriate, and not excessive?  Yes 

Comment:  

2.3 Is the Dataset to be Provided Identifying or Non-identifying? 

5. Does the dataset contain obvious identifiers such as name, address and/or NHS 

Number? No  

6. If yes, which items?       

 If yes, the dataset is clearly identifying, so go to section 2.4. 

2.3.1 Risk Assessment: will the data provided be identifying? 

Where the data provided to the customer contains obvious identifiers like name and 

address, it will be “identifying”. However, there are many cases where it is not obvious 

whether data are identifying, and these require judgement based on a risk assessment. 

This section should contain that assessment. 

7. Are they aggregated or individual-level data? Aggregated data 
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Re-identification risk assessment1  

8. What is the threat level associated with the data 

and its release (“normal” or “high”)? 

Normal 

9. What is the risk of extra information being used to 

reveal identity (“normal” or “high”)? 

Normal 

10. Conclusion: is the dataset to be provided assessed 

as “identifying” or “non-identifying”?  

Non-Identifying 

11. Explain this risk assessment, referencing sources of standards, guidance or 

advice 

The above assessment applies the analysis and advice/ direction contained 

within the emerging (but as yet unpublished) De-identification Standard for 

Publishing Health and Social Care Data, and its supporting guidance.  

There are essentially 7 datasets to consider, and two processing 

environments (the HSCIC data management service, and LDO): 

- 1 temporary "DPO" file, containing 3 datasets, which is extracted from GP 

systems, processed by the HSCIC, and then destroyed when the customer 

output is created; 

- 4 "CRO" files which are to be sent to the customer, stored securely for up to 

10 years, and then destroyed after 10 years.  

The attributes of these 7 datasets are listed at the beginning of Appendix G of 

the Customer Requirement Summary. If any one of these datasets is likely to 

be used to re-identify individuals in the data, then the extraction should be 

considered as "identifying". Otherwise the extraction is non-identifying. 

Whether the data are identifying depends on the threat level, the risk of extra 

information being used and on the intrinsic identifiability of the dataset itself.  

The nature of the data being extracted is not especially sensitive or of 

particular value or interest to those who might seek to re-identify individuals 

from the data. Thus the threat level is normal. 

The risk of extra information being used to reveal identity depends primarily 

on the environment in which it is used. The data in the 7 files will be held in 

secure environments, where access is restricted, at the HSCIC and LDO. With 

very few people having access to the data, and with those people operating 

under contracts where they are obliged to protect confidentiality, the risk of 

extra information being used to reveal identity is relatively low. 

The HSCIC's Data Management Environment is especially secure, and data 

will be processed using software alone, providing no opportunity for HSCIC 

staff to view the data in the three datasets in the temporary DPO file, or in the 

4 CRO files for the customer. The three DPO datasets will be destroyed soon 

after the CRO file has been sent to the customer. The DPO1, DPO2, CRO1, 

CRO2, CRO3 and CRO4 datasets contain very limited information and in the 

secure environment within the HSCIC, do not pose a risk of re-identification. 

                                                 
1 This risk assessment process, and explanatory notes, are based the draft “De-identification standard for 

publishing health and social care data”, and the accompanying draft guidance “Drawing the line between 

identifying and non-identifying data”. These are due to be published by the end of 2012. 
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However, the temporary DPO3 dataset of the control cohort contains 

considerable person-level information about 55 million patients, including 

clinical information and some quasi-identifiers such as postcode, sex and 

date of birth. Had the DPO3 dataset, or significant extracts / outputs from the 

DPO3 dataset, been viewable, the dataset could be re-identifiable, and reveal 

confidential information about some of those 55 million patients. The HSCIC 

staff will not be able to view the contents of the DPO and CRO files, and so 

these files are classified as non-identifying in the HSCIC's Data Management 

Environment. 

However, it does not follow that the four CRO datasets are non-identifying in 

the LDO environment - the risks change as the data moves to the LDO. The 

four files contain aggregate data, including small cells. These small cells 

might be used in conjunction with other information to re-identify individuals. 

If that was likely, the data would be identifying. However, the threat is 

relatively low, and the data will be held in a secure environment at the LDO. 

Therefore, the level of reidentification risk here is very small, as long as the 

data are not published, and are protected in line with the requirements in the 

GPES data sharing agreement (such as access controls, confidentiality 

clauses in employment contracts etc.).  However, if published, the risk 

increases significantly, and following the emerging de-identification standard 

referred to above, the HSCIC advises the customer that, in its opinion, the full 

dataset could not be published without statistical disclosure controls (such as 

small number processing). Responsibility for assessing risk, and ensuring 

data published are non-identifying, lies with the customer. The customer has 

assured the HSCIC that the data will be published, but with small numbers 

suppressed.  

 

12. If non-identifying, could the data to be released be published?2  No 

Why? For reasons explained in 11 above. The customer has agreed to restrict 

the information published to prevent patients from being identifiable from the 

publication. 

 

13. In light of this risk assessment, what specific de-identification techniques, if any, will be 

deployed? 

All customer output data will be in aggregate form. Small cells will be removed or 

obscured by the customer prior to publication. 

2.4 Healthcare or secondary purposes? 

14. The purpose(s) of the extraction can be found in section 3 and appendix C of the 

Customer Requirement Summary. 

15. Is the data extraction for healthcare3 or secondary purposes4?  Secondary purposes 

                                                 
2 A dataset that is non-identifying when released into a controlled environment where access is restricted 

may be identifying when released into the public domain (because of the increased risks). 

3 i.e. Uses which “directly contribute to the diagnosis, care and treatment of an individual; or the 

audit/assurance of the quality of the healthcare provided”. See the Confidentiality Code of Practice 2003. 

Sometimes referred to as “direct care purposes”. 
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Provide a brief explanation: The data provided will be used for monitoring and addressing 

the needs of the learning disability population, and not for providing health or social care 

to those individuals with learning disabilities. 

16. If “healthcare purposes”, what efforts (if any) are being made to ensure that consent can 

be implied? 

      

If “healthcare purposes”, go to section 2.6. 

If the dataset to be provided is classified as “non-identifying”, go to section 2.6. 

2.5 Using identifying information for secondary purposes 

17. What is the legal basis for using identifying data?         

18. If S251 is the justification, what is the status of the application?       

If approved, attach evidence of approval 

Provide reasons / backing / evidence for the above justification, including any advice or 

approvals received        

2.6 Compliance with GPES Information Governance Principles 

19. Does the request comply with the GPES IG Principles? Yes 

Comment Of particular relevance is the condition on page 8 of the GPES IG 

Principles: "Where all the data extracted from a practice through GPES are effectively 

anonymised at the time of extraction, or wholly inaccessible by any user until they have 

been effectively anonymised…".  

The control cohort file could be identifying were it not "wholly inaccessible by any user".  

2.7 Information Governance Risks of Extraction and Disclosure 

There are risks with every GPES extraction and release of information to customers. 

However, the following table identifies any areas where there are particular conditions 

that may give rise to information governance risks for this extraction.  

Information Governance Risks  

20. Risk of privacy breach during extraction processing  See section 2.3.1 

21. Privacy breach whilst data is under recipient’s control  See section 2.3.1 

22. Privacy breach following recipient’s disclosure of data  See section 2.3.1 

23. Other information governance risks        

Notes      

  

                                                                                                                                                        
4 i.e. Any other purpose than a “healthcare purpose”. This includes epidemiology, health research, financial 

audit and the management of health [and social] care services.  
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2.8 Assessors 

Assessment made by:  

Name: Malcolm Oswald  

Role:  GPES Information Governance Advisor  

Date:  21 August 2012  

For the Health and Social Care Information Centre 

 

Assessment Checked by:   

Name: Clare Sanderson  

Role:  Director of Information Governance  

Date:  21 August 2012  

For the Health and Social Care Information Centre   

 

The persons above confirm that to the best of their knowledge the information governance 

assessment is fair and accurate. 

Do either of the two people above have any caveats or other comments to state in relation to 

the information governance assessment provided?  

No 

 


